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In-house residentials for students News around
the Uni Hub

Did you know...?
Did you know that Uni
Hub Spencer Gulf facilities
are available to all students
studying at a tertiary level?
Students
not
studying
through Uni Hub Spencer Gulf’s
tertiary partners can still utilise
the facilities.
For more information, contact
the campus coordinator on
1800 549 779.

We have space
for your function

PARTICIPATE...The first of the in-house residential tutorials were held last week
at Uni Hub Spencer Gulf. The tutorials were run by CQ University for social work
students. Uni Hub Spencer Gulf is in the process of coordinating a number of other
tutorials for its students in a range of courses.
Pictured were, from left, students Kylie Cole and Melissa Boruch, CQU tutor and
northern regions manager for Centacare Catholic Country SA Emily Alchin, and
students Emma Davis and Vivian Talent. Emma travelled from Orange in New South
Wales to attend the tutorial session.

Out and about in
the community
Uni Hub Spencer Gulf have
been out and about in the local
community to spread the word
about ‘taking your next big step in
your own backyard’.
The team were at the Laura Folk
Fair to speak to visitors about how
the hub could support their tertiary
education aspirations.
The Uni Hub also supported Port
Pirie’s first console and PC gaming
event, Game On, which was held at
the Northern Festival Centre last
month.
Pictured
were,
from
left,
communications officer Renae
Murdoch and Port Pirie campus
coordinator Kim Gregory at the
Laura Folk Fair.

Conference room facilities
are available for hire at the
Port Pirie campus of Uni Hub
Spencer Gulf.
The room facilities include
seating (for about 60 people lecture style), meeting desks
and projector screen.
Catering can be arranged
through local businesses.
For
more
detail
and
availability, contact
the
campus coordinator on 1800
549 779.

Youth awards
2019 marks the second
round of the Governor’s
Aboriginal Youth Awards,
which
recognise
young
Aboriginal South Australians
who are showing potential
and determination to acheive
success, or who are excelling
in their chosen field in one of
three areas: Sport, Arts and
Higher Education.
For
more
information,
including criteria, guidelines
and
downloadable
nomination
forms,
visit
dpc.sa.gov.au/governorsaboriginal-youth-awards.
Alternatively, call Aboriginal
Affairs and Reconciliation
on 08 8429 3200 or email
AboriginalYouthAwards@
sa.gov.au.

